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DETROIT COUNSELING PROGRAM
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2.0 credits
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I. COURSE DESCRIPTION:
An internship is a post-practicum, on-the-job experience in professional counseling which
enables the student to refine and enhance basic counseling skills and to integrate professional
knowledge and skills. The internship involves work with bona fide clients and is under the
tutelage of an on-site supervisor who is an independently licensed mental health professional.
The intern is provided an opportunity to move from student to professional while receiving
placement supervision. Student learning is also enhanced by weekly meetings with fellow
interns and the internship liaison.
In CNS 7796 the student will engage in her/his initial Internship experience and in CNS 7797
s/he will continue the experience of an “on-the-job” internship in professional counseling under
the oversight of an on-site supervisor.

II. STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES (SLOS) (WITH DLOS)
This course format consistently meets the same quality, assessment, learning outcomes and requirements
of the traditional semester course format.

At the completion of this course, the student intern should be able to:
1. Discuss the profession of counseling including history, professional roles, organizational
structures, ethics, standards, and credentialing. (KO 1)
2. Describe an understanding of boundaries and the limitations to competency. (PAO 1)
3. Act professionally as generally recognized within the counseling profession. (PAO 4)
4. Recognize and discuss one’s own limitations as a professional counselor and seek
supervision or refer clients when appropriate. (PSO 3)
III. KNOWLEDGE BASE
Michigan Educational Requirement for Admission to the Examination for Professional
Counselor Licensure. This course meets the Michigan Administrative Code (SOAHR)
requirement for Internship – R338.1753 Rule 3 (3).
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IV. COURSE REQUIREMENTS
A. Textbooks and Other Materials
Faiver, C., S. Eisengart, & R. Colonna. (2004). The Counselor Intern’s Handbook.
Pacific Grove, CA: Brooks/Cole. ISBN 0-534-52835-X
*Supplemental Material will be provided during class that are need specific for
Internship.
B. Attendance
According to the Student Handbook, attendance at all class sessions is expected, unless
the professor has been notified in advance. Any student missing the equivalent of six
class hours will be required to do additional work, receive a lower grade or withdraw
from the class; this is at the discretion of the professor. This policy also includes
tardiness.
Professionalism: It is the belief of program faculty that there are parallels
between how the student approaches academic training and the student’s future
professional conduct in the field of counseling.
Participation: Internship is a hands on/practical application class. Participation
is mandatory in order for the student to gain the optimum results of the class.
C. Insurance
Students must present proof of having purchased liability insurance on file or
have communicated any specific personal concerns with the instructor in order to
pass this class.

D. Assignments/Assessment of Student Learning
Note: Log sheets, evaluations, journal forms, summary forms and other pertinent
documents will be provided either in class or through Blackboard.
1. All students will participate in weekly triads, which are mandatory. Each triad
member will be responsible for assessing fellow members (assessment template will
be provided). 30% of grade
2. Internship students will complete a treatment progress and termination verbatim from
their internship site and present them in class on June 4 - 6.
20% of grade
3. Personal Counseling experience paper. Write 3 page reflection depicting the
experience of being a client, some of your resistances to counseling, what it felt like
selecting a counselor, and three of the most pertinent issues gained insight into thus
far. Incorporate these thoughts into a paper showing your awareness and empathy for
what clients go through as they begin and undergo counseling. Share also what you
have integrated as a counselor as a result of your own counseling experience. How
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has or will your experience as a client assisted you as a counselor at your internship
site?
Paper Due: May 23
WORTH: 25 PERCENT
4. Maintain Internship Site/Liability Insurance and provision of the completed
documentation and affiliation agreement.
a. First year students will complete appropriate documents required for approval of
internship site.
b. Second year students will complete appropriate documentation and affiliation
agreement if they have changed their internship site.
The internship site setting medical, prison, or a community agency community mental
health or private clinical practice. The student must be supervised by a clinician who
possesses no less than a Master’s level degree in a related field and has a Michigan
license (Licensed Professional Counselor). The supervisor must be a trained
supervisor OR approved by the director of counseling.
c. All students will provide proof of liability insurance by February 5.
d. Second year students will complete required internship hours and weekly review
of documentation.
Application materials must include upon submission the following: Affiliation
Agreement, Supervision Agreement (who, how often & length), Documentation of
students liability insurance, curriculum vitae for primary and /or secondary
supervisor, and internship log and evaluation forms for second year students.
Failure to comply with this requirement will result in an automatic drop from
the course.
All Documentation Due

V.

WORTH: 25 PERCENT

CALCULATION OF GRADE & CONNECTION WITH LEARNING
OUTCOMES
Assignments

Learning Outcomes

Personal & Professional Growth
Exercises (Scenario Role Play) &
verbatims
Personal Counseling Experience Paper

1,2,3,4

Percent of Final
Grade
20%

1,3

25%

Triad Participation and Peer
Assessment
Internship Progress & Documentation

1, 2, 3, 4

30%

1,3

25%
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A. SEMINARY GRADING POLICY: Internship classes are graded on a Pass/Fail
basis.
VI. TENTATIVE COURSE SCHEDULE (subject to change)
Series
1

2

3

4

5

VII.

Date(s)

Lecture/Topic
May 21

Overview, Getting Started

May 22

Self-Assessment
The Site Supervisor
Competencies & Skills
Clinical Interview,
Identifying Core Conflicts and
Preliminary
Diagnosis/Dynamic
Formulatiaon

May 23

June 4

June 5

6

June 6

7

June 6

Middle Phase of Counseling
and Psychotherapy
Interpersonal Dynamics; How
to Help; Transference and
Counter-Transference, Case
Consultations; Psychological
Testing/Psychopharmacology
Professional Challenges &
Ethics
Case Consultations
Finishing

Readings/Assignments
None required

1 page reflection

Faiver, Chap(s) 4 & 5

Faiver Chap 6

Faiver Chap 7

Faiver Chap 8

Faiver Chap(s)
9, 10 & 11

RECOMMENDATION FOR LIFELONG LEARNING
In order to continue to develop adequate internship skills, each student should make
every effort to read additional materials on the subject, in addition to those listed in
the bibliography. Students also need to ensure that they complete their personal
counseling and shape their personal commitment to lifelong personal counseling as
alignment with self-care. Additionally, join and become actively involved in ACA
and MMHCA.
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VIII. SEMINARY GUIDELINES
A. ATS Academic Integrity Policy
Ashland Theological Seminary seeks to model servant leadership derived from biblical
standards of honesty and integrity. We desire to encourage, develop, and sustain men
and women of character who will exemplify these biblical qualities in their ministry to
the church and the world. As members of the seminary community, students are
expected to hold themselves to the highest standards of academic, personal, and social
integrity. All students, therefore, are expected to abide by the academic integrity
standards outlined in the Student Handbook.

B. Seminary Writing Consultation Service
The Seminary Writing Consultation Service can help you brainstorm, draft, and revise
your writing assignments in your graduate Seminary classes. Masters and doctoral
qualified Consultants can advise you online or in person.
To schedule an appointment, visit Writing Center Online and select “Online and
Graduate” from the schedule menu.
C. Accessibility Resources and Accommodations
It is Ashland University’s goal that learning experiences be as accessible as possible. If
you anticipate or experience physical or academic barriers based on a disability, please
contact the Student Accessibility Center at 419-289-5904, or send an email to
dservices@ashland.edu. The Student Accessibility Center office and the course instructor
will work together in order to establish accommodations and to meet your learning needs.

D. ATS Grading Scale
Grade
A

Quality
4.0

Percent
97-100

AB+
B

3.7
3.3
3.0

92-96
89-91
86-88

BC+
C

2.7
2.3
2.0

83-85
80-82
77-79

C-

1.7

74-76

Description
Superior achievement of course objectives, diligence and
originality, high degree of freedom from error, outstanding
evidence of ability to utilize course knowledge, initiative
expressed in preparing and completing assignments, positive
contributions verbalized in class.

Good work submitted, commendable achievement of course
objectives, some aspects of the course met with excellence,
substantial evidence of ability to utilize course material,
positive contributions verbalized in class, consistency and
thoroughness of work completed.

Acceptable work completed, satisfactory achievement of
course objectives, demonstrating at least some ability to utilize
course knowledge, satisfactory class contribution.
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D+
D

1.3
1.0

71-73
68-70

DF

0.7
0.0

65-67
Below 65

Passing but minimal work, marginal achievement of course
objectives, poor performance in comprehension of work
submitted, inadequate class contributions.
Unacceptable work resulting in failure to receive class credit,
inadequacy of work submitted or of performance and
attendance in class.
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